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2018 NFL Draft 

(Cleveland Browns Draft Strategy & Predictions)  

 

Hello and welcome back to hell. Last year I said this in my opening comments: 

I see this as THE turning point draft for this franchise.  Honestly if this front office group cannot be successful, I for one will be done 

as a season ticket holder.  I will only watch games from a TV on Sundays, and only after all my chores are done and my wife doesn’t 

need me to do any shopping.  We HAVE to make it work this time…otherwise I will be spending my Sundays every fall picking up dog 

shit instead of getting drunk at the game.  Ugh. 

Last year I considered the draft to be a gift.  The talent throughout all rounds was superb in most positions.  Here is what we did with 

that gift: 

Rnd 1 DE Myles Garrett – The right pick, and if he can stay healthy will be an All-Pro in no time 

Rnd 1 S Jabrill Peppers – Great pick, just asked to play out of position so he had a very poor year; 2018 will be better  

Rnd 1 TE David Njoku – Upside is tremendous, and TE’s often need more time to settle in, red zone weapon soon 

Rnd 2 QB DeShone Kizer – We wrecked him already, and he’s been traded already (Thanks Hue!) 

Rnd 3 DT Larry Ogunjobi – Love this pick, but he will need to consistently bring his A-game to be an impact player 

Rnd 4 CB Howard Wilson – Freak injury in pre-season leaves us wondering, and he still may need a year or more of seasoning 

Rnd 5 OT Roderick Johnson – This guy is Cam Erving all over again…WTF?  Wasted pick, great RB values were on the board here 

Rnd 6 DT Caleb Brantley – This is a much better risk/reward pick and if he stays clean he will be great rotational DL 

Rnd 7 K Zane Gonzalez – With a little seasoning this guy could be the 2nd best player we got in this draft! 

Rnd 7 RB Matthew Dayes – Essentially you kept another team from signing Dayes as a UDFA, but he can catch & run 

 

So…we did a reasonable job with this gift of a draft last year.  We didn’t overthink the Garrett pick (he will be amazing if healthy), love 

Peppers (just play him at SS and he will reward you), Njoku should be a red zone weapon (year 2 he will make us happy), Ogunjobi is 

gonna be a monster and getting Zane G. so late in the draft was absolute luck.  We managed to select 2-3 starters plus some depth.  

We need 3 more drafts like this. 

Now, I was not a fan of many QBs last year and I even left Deshone Kizer off my board completely, predicting that Pukesburgh would 

take him.  So taking him in the 2nd round fulfilled my requirement of “at least get better if you don’t see a legit FQB you are in love 

with”.  So this pick would have done that but we handed him to Hue Jackson and Hue fucking ruined the guy in less than 12 months.  

He should have been fired just for this atrocious act.   
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Kizer, like any rookie you are going to start immediately needed an offensive game plan that played to his strengths and made him 

comfortable so he could have a series of successes to build on.  He didn’t need wins right away, just a foundation he could start 

building on.  Notice what Houston did with Deshaun Watson?  What Dallas did with Dak?  Jesus this was so simple.  All we had to do 

was NOT DESTROY HIS CONFIDENCE….ohhhhh Hue….you couldn’t just let someone with more sense get him ready? 

I see this as a reminder that even coaches need to be kept in their wheelhouse and not be allowed to “play out of position” (see Jabrill 

Peppers comments above)…Hue is no QB whisperer people! 

Overview – Did I Miss Some Games We Won? 
Nope.  We actually went 0-16 friends.  Can you believe we have won only a single game in 2 years???  Fast forward a bit past this 

playground-style roster (too many kids, not enough adults) and Sashi is gone as the sacrificial lamb but somehow Hue remains.  I 

would’ve fired Hue just for SUGGESTING we trade a 2 and 3 for AJ McCarron!  Forget the fact that he couldn’t win any games.  For once 

the Haslams were the voice of reason (hire Dorsey, Wolf and Highsmith plus force Hue to use an OC and Todd Haley is a miracle). 

The worst thing Jimmy could’ve done at this point is demolish it all again.  If the noise Hue has been making about lacking enough 

talent proves out, it will do so quickly after the free agents we added plus another round of high draft picks.  I firmly believe Hue will be 

gone mid-year if he can’t show some progress, and Todd Haley could very well be our coach-in-waiting.  Even if he isn’t, landing him as 

OC could go down in Browns history as “one of the 5 things” that finally fell into place and helped us regain our diginity. 

REMINDER: Bill Simmons is STILL an ASSHOLE – God Officially Hates Him WAY more than CLE 
Below is what I wrote last several years about Bill.  For those that don’t know, he’s been a sportswriter for decades, worked for ESPN 

for 14 years, who ultimately dumped him for being a dick.  He was editor-in-chief for the Grantland website before that, where much 

of his good content was written.  He is now stuck doing only a stupid podcast.  Problem is he’s from Boston, so his hatred for CLE was 

given a loud and visible pulpit over the years where he perpetuated bad thoughts about us for no reason.  He is simply a bad person. 

Despite his drop in public stature, Bill still deserves to die in horrible ways and I will never stop reminding you of this.  Even after his 

death I will continue to sully his name.  Please leave him hateful comments after every article he posts.  Please call in to his podcast 

and tell him he’s a dick.  Thank you for your support. 

“Every year I intend to remind you all that Bill Simmons is almost singlehandedly responsible for perpetuating this narrative that “God 

Hates CLE” that you hear nationally.  So every year until Bill dies I will make the statement that Bill is the worst kind of human being 

there is – arrogant, self-absorbed and a bully.  Which really sucks because the guy writes some of the most hilarious and brilliant sports 

commentary I’ve ever read.  He just won’t leave us alone.  Puke blood and die Bill.” 

I Can’t Make This Shit Up 

Normally I would list here my favorite football names from this year’s prospect list but I have high standards and there simply wasn’t 

enough interesting name to make a list.  I was pissed too…(edit: Hercules Mata’afa gets an honorable mention for 2018) 

Instead, we will move on to my 2018 man-crush players: 
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My 2017 OFFENSIVE Man-Crush:  Tre’Quan Smith WR UCF 

         

I like to find my man-crush players in the group that are likely to get picked in the mid-to-late rounds.  It’s easy to 

like the elite popular players.  However, in this case Tre’Quan started as a mid-round pick but as we got closer to 

the draft, he’s shot up the boards and I’ve seen him mocked as high as mid-2nd round!  This is certainly due to poor 

WR talent in the draft overall and he’s a kid with length and some speed.  With outside receivers at a premium 

almost always, he’s going to be drafted higher than he deserves.  But, he goes to my son’s college and has many of 

the things you want as an outside receiver.  Has REALLY long arms for a huge catch radius, great hands and catches 

with his hands (!), can run inside or outside routes.  Even though he is built really wiry, he plays strong against 

press and comes up big when aggression is needed.  He’s a #1 WR in the making if he works hard and lands on the 

right team.  Check out his combine stats and Sparq scores…4.49 forty was good for his size…explosion numbers 

really good (Vert Jump, Broad Jump, Three Cone) 

 

 

 

 

 

# Name ID Pos. School Age HT WT pSPARQ z-score NFL% Arm Hand Wing 40 20 10 SS TC BP VJ BJ

34 Tre'Quan Smith WO34 WR Central Florida 6016 203 117.4 0.2 56.1 33.38 9.5 80.38 4.49 2.65 1.6 4.5 6.97 12 37.5 10.83

NCAA Avg. 5.15 196 107.13 -0.743 33.69 31.44 9.24 75.72 4.85 2.79 1.64 4.34 7.04 13 34 9.95
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My 2017 DEFENSIVE Man-Crush:  MJ Stewart CB – North Carolina 

       

I have become obsessed with CB’s and S’s in the last few drafts.  As a team we’ve had some good ones in the past 

and Joe Haden was one of my favorite players.  I especially like undersized guys with an attitude so I am always on 

the lookout for this type.  MJ Stewart has it all.  He is an inside/slot corner that hits like a linebacker and plays the 

ball well in the air.  He’s small, only 5’11 and but he weighs 200 lbs and dude is RIPPED.  Usually your smaller slot 

corners are pretty slight of build, but he’s built like Jabrill Peppers!  He has quickness, not long speed and he simply 

CRUSHES guys at the line.  RBs and WRs are met with a brick wall when he is playing up, and on film I’ve seen him 

blitz effectively and lay a whack on a QB (Deshaun Watson in the ACC title game).  He can stay with smaller, 

quicker receivers has some struggles with taller receivers and TEs.  With his vertical and short area quicks he 

defends the pass well though he doesn’t stack up interceptions.  This kid is a hybrid, versatile sub-package guy who 

could be a run support weapon on early downs and will be STOUT!  Needs to clean up his technique to avoid 

penalties and play under control, but he’s a HAMMER on defense.  Really solid Sparq scores and good showing at 

the combine…short area quickness and strength show up in these results 

 

 

 

 

Name ID Pos. School Age HT WT
pSPAR

Q

z-

score
NFL% Arm Hand Wing 40 20 10 SS TC BP VJ BJ

M.J. Stewart DB33 CB North Carolina 23 5107 200 112.9 -0.4 33.7 31.25 9.25 75.38 4.54 2.66 1.59 4.28 6.9 18 35 9.83

NCAA Avg. 5.11 189.8 110.6 -0.63 35.6 31.13 9.09 74.77 4.87 2.8 1.64 4.29 6.99 12.9 34.67 10.06
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Here is what I think I think about the 2018 Draft 

• There is less than half of the number of elite players as was in 2017 draft 

• There are less than 20 players in my opinion that deserve to be taken in the 1st round 

• This is a draft that will call for “player targeting” to ensure you get the players you want 

• Luckily for the Browns, there are at least 2 FQB’s in this draft 

• This is another incredible RB group with several elite players and several future Pro-Bowlers 

• I believe the excellent value is in the Top 20 picks, most of the 2nd round and then 4th/5th round 

• This year more than any other you have to “draft what you see on film”, not what you project  

• Trading out of 4 is going to be very tempting considering how little elite talent is in this draft 

• Trading with Buffalo to get 12, 22 and something else (next year 1 or 2?) plus having our 2nd round picks 

would allow us to concentrate taking the MOST elite talent possible in a generally weak draft 

• For those who would blow a gasket if we trade down, don’t forget Denver at 5 might want to swap picks 

to ensure a QB they are targeting, so that might get us 99 (3rd rd) and still pick best of what’s left at 5… 

One last time…Let’s Talk QB 
When we do this again next year, I expect to ELIMINATE this section from my commentary for the first time in 10 years…! 

See my separate FQRS document with stats on each QB this year and my take on who has FQB (or is that UQB?)  

potential 

 

 

PLAYMAKERS & STARTERS – Sifting through a Crap Draft 
We have a general lack of playmakers on our team still, and these are the guys that will win us games.  We have added real athleticism, 

speed and talent a bit at a time.  But we need another infusion this year as I said earlier.  Below are the traits I covet by position and 

this doesn’t change for me.  In a draft year like this, sticking to your standard for finding FOOTBALL PLAYMAKERS is really important.  

We can’t get cute this year. 

 

I am looking for these traits because they lead to actual NFL production on the field: 

 

• QB’s that produce a score of AT LEAST 4.0 in the Franchise Quarterback Rating System (FQRS) 

• WR’s that can separate and catch the ball WITH THEIR HANDS.   Route running skills HIGHLY prized… 

• RB’s that have high FOOTBALL IQ – difference between LeSean McCoy and Reggie Bush (* see below) 

• TE’S that don’t fall down after first contact, have great hands and can block a little 

• OT’s that are natural knee benders, never stop moving their feet and have violent hands 

• DT’s that ALREADY have some pass rush ability, not “projected” rush ability 

• DE’s that don’t get pushed around by low quality offensive linemen 

• LB’s that can set the edge, stop the run and have HFIQ (which means they aren’t guessing where the ball is going) 

• CB’s that actually break down and tackle and have a “low passer rating against” (see profootballfocus.com stats) 

• FS’s that have instincts for where the play is going (HFIQ) and speed/range to cover the deep middle 
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• SS’s that can wrap up and tackle ball carriers and trap and tackle wide receivers 

 

In past years we saw Sashi & Co. use advanced stats like SPARQ to choose players with explosion and athleticism that also achieved 

high levels of productivity in college.  As I said then, this is great, provided these players are also real football players too.  When you 

see incredible SPARQ numbers and then realize the game film backs up the data, you’ve got something.   

 

The thing is, you also have to draft players with specific skill sets then put them in schemes that allow you to exploit those skills.  We 

have been historically TERRIBLE at this.  If we want success, we have to have coaches that put our players in the schemes that will allow 

them to succeed but we also need players with High Football IQ, which means they “have a plan” during game play.  Below is a great 

illustration of two player who were very similar in every way, but had two very different careers.  Scheme?  HFIQ?  They matter…  

 

*REGGIE VS LESEAN – Similar size, speed and running style…but only ONE of these guys had a plan when he touched the ball due to 

HFIQ (High Football IQ) 

 

REGGIE BUSH (1st) and LeSean McCoy CAREER STATS: 

 

 

 

2018 DRAFT  –  Where do we spend our chips? 
 

There are some serious challenges this year in unearthing the right players.  Yes, the team will do what it always does in terms of player 

evaluations, but with general weakness at most positions, I predict teams will be jockeying all over the place trying to land specific 
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players.  Does this result in some opportunities for the calm GM’s?  Sure.  But your guy might be gone and that doesn’t mean another 

good one on your board falls into that slot when it’s time to pick. 

 

Assuming we still care, this is what Hue values as far as positions based on past history: 

• Front 7 highest priority (assumes you have serviceable QB) 

• RB, TE and long WR’s with speed, probably in this order 

• OL for clean pocket and running game 

• CB and S seems they were willing to wait on unless incredible value pick or talent presents itself  

• QB obviously is the key and we know Hue can’t ignore this 

No doubt this draft will give us a strong idea how John Dorsey plans to deliver Hue his prizes.  John deftly utilized the assets at his 

disposal (Cash/Cap Room and draft picks) to trade and sign players prior to the draft to hedge against weakness at certain positions 

and to deliver more experience to the team (more adults, fewer kids!). 

What will be most interesting is how he values certain positions.  This draft is going to go down as one of the strangest and exciting 

drafts in a long time.  We are going to get to see how the worst team in the league (yep, us) values QB, RB, OT, DE and CB.  We will 

have the chance to draft the BEST PLAYER at nearly EVERY position at the top of the draft!  This is going to be a clinic on John Dorsey’s 

chess-playing chops.  He has the most enviable position of any team in every asset class.  Will he play it straight up and stand on his 

current slots?  Trade more players for more picks?  Trade picks?  Attempt to add picks for 2019?  The possibilities are endless! 

But what does not change is the lack of talent overall in this draft… 

So….John Dorsey…here are your 3 Rules to Live By in this 2018 Draft: 

 

1. The lack of elite talent means pick as many times before pick #50 as you can, as well as 

maximizing 4th and 5th round picks that you’ve done your homework on (depth, ST players) 

2. You MUST target players this year, it is not a great draft to wait for falling diamonds…even at 

the top of the 2nd round you might need to act fast and move up 

3. Draft what you see on film.  Period. 
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Here is how I feel about each group:

 

DEFENSE:

DT C+

With only one borderline elite guy (Hurst from MI) who is a run stuffer and decent interior rusher, this class lacks 

elite talent but offers several second tier two-down role players.  Those next level guys will  cost you a 1st round pick 

or high 2nd in this weak class, so I would pass unless we get lucky and a good one is available late 2nd or beyond.  

I l ike a couple of really late round developmental guys.

DE C
The 3-4 teams have slim pickings this year at DE.  Lots of undersized college DE's who will  move to LB in 4-3 because 

they don't have the size to remain in 3-4.  One or two borderline 1st round, nobody I consider elite.

ILB B

Following my comments about having to target players you want this year, there are no elite inside guys in 1st 

round in my opinion outside of possibly Roquan Smith.  All  the other over-mocked guys are projections from low-

talent conferences or have some serious missing pieces to be considered elite.  Again, target a guy who falls out of 

the 1st round if your need is high enough.  There are a mish mash of mid-level players who might convert from OLB 

to inside if athletic enough.  Poor class but some intriguing depth players that could also contribute on Special 

Teams

OLB/ EDGE B

4-3 teams will  certainly love Chubb but few will  have a shot at him.  Tier two guys are a l ittle better value than DE 

and ILB for this group.  I would skip the over-mocked guys below Chubb in round 1 because there is better value 

available in 2nd and 3rd round that will  keep teams interested.  Also some real bust potential so you have to pick 

through carefully (Yes, I am looking at you Hubbard and Lewis from Ohio St).

CB B+

Nowhere near the level of talent from last two drafts, nobody elite who is the total package, but pretty good talent 

this year at the top and all  the way through round 5/6 you can find guys that will  make a team.  Not as much size as 

2017, but some really solid press guys with physical size l imitations that will  allow value at the top of the 2nd 

round.  I l ike my chances of getting a depth player that might hit.  As usual, there will  be a gem or two in those lower 

rounds you can gamble on.

FS B

I am stil l  angry at the Browns for passing on last year's Free Safety talent.  This year is really really good at the top 

(Fitzpatrick & James are both Safeties to me, not corners) but huge fall  off to 2nd round where you will  NOT get great 

value but if you want a viable depth player will  need to pay the price.  Too many good measurable but not fabulous 

tape type guys in this draft at Free Safety.  Either take the stud in the Top 10 or pick for depth and development in 

2nd and 3rd round.  

SS B
See comments on Free Safety.  But, edit to say that if you are in the market for SS, you will  be much happier with the 

talent and time-to-impact in this group versus FS.
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OFFENSE:

QB A

This is the best draft in several years for top level talent IF you are a team that is will ing to create an offense 

designed around your guy.  Sam Darnold should be in a hybrid West Coast/Downfield offense with some designed 

roll outs but he's also the best all  around QB if you want classic size/arm.  Rosen is going to make someone VERY 

happy if they have a great offensive line and solid receivers.  He is going to blow people away with his accuracy and 

smarts from the pocket, but he will  be a statue (think Peyton Manning type player).  I absolutely LOVE Mayfield but 

you will  have to run his college playbook for two years and slowly wean him off.  But if you do, holy shit watch out, 

this kid is a WINNER and will  NOT fail  in the NFL (you listening New Orleans?).  Josh Allen is a giant dufus and I hate 

him and I don't know that he will  suck but I have a hard time even looking at his picture...  Lamar Jackson is my QB 

man-crush on Offense, more on him later.  There are also some really nice day 2 guys that I think have some high 

floors, just maybe low ceilings as starters.  I am a huge fan of Mason Rudolph, Mike White and Kyle Lauletta.  All  

three are at least long term back ups with right coaching.  Then keep an eye on Brandon Silvers from Troy who no 

one is talking about but he has the fastest release in the class and might surprise you with pocket ability despite 

playing in a spread.  Next Tom Brady...you heard it here first people...!!!

RB A+

We've had some impressive RB talent in the last two drafts and this one is even better.  A transcendent talent in 

Barkley plus another three backs that are 3-down franchise players all  with slightly different styles and strengths.  

But wow are they talented.  Then the drop off is small to tier 3 where you have another 5-7 guys who are easy 2-

down players with unreal talent just can't block their fucking grandmothers.  This running back class actually 

makes me want to take two of them!  Bonanza!!!

WR D

Yuck.  I can say with confidence there is not a SINGLE elite WR in this draft.  So choose carefully and target the 

mother fucker you really want.  Move up if you have to, you're going to over pay for every WR taken before round 5 

anyway.  Normally we can count on sweet depth at this position all  the way through 4th round, but man this is a 

thin class.  Few true outside receivers.  Not much size unless you like 5'10" 210 lb slot guys...(which I happen to!)

TE D
Absolute steaming pile of shit.  One guy worth taking (Dallas Goedert) but I am glad we don't really need a TE this 

year.

OT F

See TE comments.  I am having a hard time even listing a couple guys on my Draft Day 50 board and I always find big 

uglies that I l ike…  Bigger pile of shit than the TE's, smells l ike futil ity.  I only l ike Tyrell Crosby but if we take him 

before 4th round I will  scream.  He will  go much higher, but he's been compared to Shon Coleman...that makes me 

want to cry a l ittle bit.  And please God I will  quit this team if we use a 1st round pick on somebody after trading 

down from 4 or up from 32.  THERE IS NOT A JOE THOMAS REPLACEMENT IN THIS DRAFT - DO NOT WASTE DRAFT 

CAPITAL ON A HIGH PICK.

OG B+
Pretty nice class, mostly at the top.  Glad we don't need one of these either, as we have fewer picks now and bigger 

needs elsewhere.

OC C
Slightly better class than usual, but nobody who makes me go "oh yeah that guy will  go to some Pro Bowls".   

Apparently Frank Ragnow does that for some people who claim he's the best center in the last 4 years but from what 

I read he's a great run blocker but I don't hear high praise for his pass sets. 
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My personal opinion is that our major team needs at this point after trades and Free Agency are QB, CB, FS, RB, OT, ILB, EDGE, WR 

• QB – clearly we can solve this in this draft, just don’t take Josh Allen!  Draft what you SEE…not what you PROJECT! 

• CB – even though we addressed this in FA, we don’t have our long term starters in place due to short contracts and no elite 

players.  We have serviceable players at the moment, certainly better than last year, but we need to draft several young 

players with high upside skill sets that we can redshirt to get them ready for starter roles.  I would spend two of our higher 

round picks on CB’s if the right players are there for us to target.  None of the guys we signed are All-Pro caliber.  CJ Gaines 

was a very nice pick up, but he only signed for 1 year.  Boddy-Calhoun likely moves inside to the slot where he’s best.   

 

We want to play straight up press-man outside under Greg Williams schemes, and elite press corners are hard to find – take 

them while you can!  Our roster shows only 3 DB’s that are 6 ft tall, most are 5’10 or 5’11 but most also weigh 190-210 lbs.  

Not sure if this is what Greg Williams wants his DB’s to look like, but this year we should get some indication of that.  In the 

past he has liked size/length in his press corners.  Howard Wilson lost his rookie year to knee injury, but will be very curious 

to see how he plays for us after a redshirt year.  He has length, but is thin. 

• FS – again with FA signings we strengthened this room.  Damarious Randall will move from his career long position of CB to 

FS but he is also not a long term solution here.  I firmly believe that Dorsey’s goal was to fill out the roster with more veteran 

depth, but Williams is still looking for his long term studs.  With Jabrill Peppers now moving to his natural SS position and 

Derrick Kindred backing him up, he might have SS set for the future.  We need to grab the best FS available to us somewhere 

in the draft. 

• RB – we all knew Crow wasn’t going to stick around, he didn’t appear to like it here and never reached his true potential 

thanks to lousy schemes and coaching here.  With Duke Johnson coming into his contract year, we still lack a long term elite 

RB group despite signing Carlos Hyde.  Hyde is a decent player but didn’t have the greatest production with San Fran.  Not 

sure if Todd Haley scheme will improve that for him, but he also not sporting an elite skill set.  I absolutely believe we will 

regret not taking either Saquon Barkley at the top or one of the 2nd tier guys at the top of the 2nd round.  Each year we seem 

to ignore positions that offer a bounty of talent (WR two years ago, CB/S last year).  This year we can get a superior talent 

and we need a really strong running game for the future rookie QB we will be dumping into this fire.  Don’t blow this!!! 

• OT – our friend and hero Joe Thomas hung up the cleats.  This sucks really bad, but we also added a number of veteran 

players in FA and we have a bunch of younger players that we need to sort out.  I argue that we definitely need our new stud 

LT but this is NOT the year to try to solve it.  This class absolutely SUCKS and I would be really pissed if spend any picks at all.  

We don’t need more developmental guys to test out, we need to sort through the pile of guys we have and try to find a guy 

that can get us through one season.  Next years draft looks much stronger for the blind side and FA could also produce the 

solution.  DON’T WASTE PICKS HERE! 

• WR – we are one drug test away from having an incredible slot receiver but nothing else.  Gordon is a time bomb as he 

always will be, looks like Corey Coleman may be soft and fragile and signing Landry was a wonderful bit of magic that will 

give our offense a new dynamic, especially under Todd Haley.  We have to keep adding real talent to this group and there 

are some decent players this year, just not many studs.  I argue we spend a pick or two on guys that have an outside skill set 

to back up Gordon.  There aren’t many solid outside guys this year, so again targeting in the higher rounds will be key.  I 

would skip first round players and use our 2nd round capital to find one. 

•  ILB – since signing Jamie Collins to a big contract, he has done nothing but make a few splash plays at the SAM then get hurt.  

It’s been very frustrating considering his talent.  Kirksey gets better every year and should be a long term anchor at WILL.  

Thank god Joe Schobert came in to start at MIKE because Tank Carder was going to be our starter!  Yikes people!  And with 

only James Burgess as depth, we can’t skip adding another depth player at ILB or OLB.  There are a bunch of second tier 

options this year and some deep day 3 developmental guys that could hit, but we MUST improve depth and talent here. 

• OLB/EDGE – see comments under ILB.  We can’t seem to keep all of our starters healthy for a season and with horrible depth 

talent we have to improve.  Spend picks here!! 
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Now let’s have a look at every single player that John Dorsey has drafted in the NFL: 

2013 NFL Draft: 

1 (1) Eric Fisher, OT, Central Michigan - Started 72 of 75 career games 

2 (63) Travis Kelce, TE, Cincinnati - 297 receptions for 3,807 yards, 21 touchdowns 

3 (96) Knile Davis, RB, Arkansas - 250 attempts for 805 yards and 11 touchdowns; 34 receptions for 271 yards and an interception 

4 (99) Nico Johnson, ILB, Alabama - 22 tackles; out of the league 

5 (134) Sanders Commings, CB, Georgia - 1 tackle; out of the league 

6 (170) Eric Kush, C, California (Pa.) - Started five of 18 career games; out of the league 

6 (204) Braden Wilson, FB, Kansas State - No stats; out of the league 

7 (207) Mike Catapano, DE, Princeton - 11 tackles, two sacks; out of the league 

 

2014 NFL Draft: 

1 (23) Dee Ford, LB, Auburn - 82 tackles, 17.5 sacks and six pass deflections 

3 (87) Phillip Gaines, CB, Rice - 97 tackles, 14 pass deflections and an interception 

4 (124) De'Anthony Thomas, RB, Oregon - 59 receptions for 468 yards, three touchdowns; 28 carries for 180 yards and two touchdowns 

5 (163) Aaron Murray, QB, Georgia - No stats; out of the league 

6 (193) Zach Fulton, G, Tennessee - Has started 44 of 61 career games 

6 (200) Laurent Duvernay-Tardif, OT, McGill - Has started 36 of 39 career games 

 

2015 NFL Draft: 

1 (18) Marcus Peters, CB, Washington - 146 tackles, 51 pass deflections, 17 interceptions 

2 (49) Mitch Morse, OG, Missouri - Has started all 38 games he has played 

3 (76) Chris Conley, WR, Georgia - 72 receptions for 904 yards and a touchdown 

3 (98) Steven Nelson, CB, Oregon State - 105 tackles, 20 pass deflections 

4 (118) Ramik Wilson, LB, Georgia - 104 tackles, three pass deflections and an interception 

5 (172) DJ Alexander, LB, Oregon State - 38 tackles; now with the Seahawks 

5 (173) James O'Shaughnessy, TE, Illinois State - 16 receptions for 181 yards; now with the Jaguars 

6 (217) Rakeem Nunez-Roches, DT, Southern Mississippi - 49 tackles, 1.5 sacks 

7 (233) Da'Ron Brown, WR, Northern Illinois - No stats 
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2016 NFL Draft: 

2 (37) Chris Jones, DT, Mississippi State - 55 tackles, 6.5 sacks, ten pass deflections and an interception 

3 (74) KeiVarae Russell, CB, Notre Dame - Ten tackles, one pass deflection, one interception; now with the Bengals 

4 (105) Parker Ehinger, OG, Cincinnati - Started four games 

4 (106) Eric Murray, CB, Minnesota - 36 tackles, four pass deflections 

4 (126) Demarcus Robinson, WR, Florida - 17 receptions for 181 yards 

5 (162) Kevin Hogan, QB, Stanford - 60-of-101 for 621 yards, four touchdowns and seven interceptions 

5 (165) WR Tyreek Hill, WR, West Alabama - 125 receptions for 1,579 yards, 12 touchdowns; also a special teams ace 

6 (178) DJ White, CB, Georgia Tech - 14 tackles, three pass deflections and an interception; now with the Colts 

6 (203) Dadi Nicolas, LB, Virginia Tech - No stats 

 

2017 NFL Draft: 

1 (10) Patrick Mahomes, QB, Texas Tech - No stats 

2 (59) Tanoh Kpassagnon, DE, Villanova - Four tackles 

3 (86) Kareem Hunt, RB, Toledo - 218 carries for 1,046 yards, five touchdowns; 42 receptions for 389 yards, two touchdowns 

4 (139) Jehu Chesson, WR, Michigan - 1 reception for 10 yards 

5 (183) Ukeme Eligwe, LB, Georgia Southern - Two tackles 

6 (218) Leon McQuay III, DB, USC - No stats but still on the roster 

What to like:  Dorsey has had some nice success on Defense at LB, CB and DL.  On the CB in particular, he drafted Marcus Peters so nuff 

said.  On Offense, not so much in way of massive hits, but honorable mentions are WR Tyreek Hill and RB Kareem Hunt.  He did draft 

Patrick Mahomes but he’s only played part of one game I believe. 

 

A reminder of my thought process on each of the Draft Day analysis pieces you see here: 

 

1. Above, you’ve seen my Position Summary from 10,000 foot view on offense and defense positions 

2. Taking a step down to the player level, I created my usual big board which in past years was my Browns Big 125 because I 

have increased the number of players I’m including here.  I am back to about 90-100 guys for 2018 (because the talent level 

sucks!) that I determined were scheme fits, appropriate talent level and should be considered by the Browns.  As always, I 

have them slotted in the EARLIEST ROUND I would consider taking them (this is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

3.  Taking another step down, I have again created what I’m calling Draft Day 50 which is the 50 players I’m watching most 

closely on draft day as it happens live.  These are the specific PLAYMAKERS I think we should select from.  I’ve listed them by 

round and draft slot where we should be considering them and I provide a bit of write up and opinion on each player.  Also 

included is what current NFL player I think they compare to. (This is found in the attached EXCEL file) 

4. Last are my 3 Mock Drafts where I provide three scenarios that I think would work for us.  The first one listed is the one I am 

most interested in seeing happen, the other two are equally possible and would produce desired results for team 

improvement. (this is found in the attached EXCEL file) 
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2018 DRAFT  –  My 3 Mock Drafts 
 

Here you go, this is in order of my preference for the 3 scenarios: 

 

 

 

 

This mock adds some real PLAYMAKERS in the first two rounds.  You will see a pattern in these 3 scenarios, which is Sam Darnold as 

our overall first pick to settle our FQB search for the next ten years.  I am not going to throw up if we draft Josh Rosen, but I worry that 

he won’t be as interested in CLE as a community and a fan base to really bond with.  We can certainly be successful with his skill set, 

just a little iffy on his personality given he becomes the face of our franchise.  If we draft Josh Allen I will throw up.  And kill myself. 

 

Saquon Barkley plays a position that has a short shelf life.  They take a beating and their skill sets diminish rapidly if you overuse them.  

He also tends to push his runs outside where he can try for the home run every time rather than taking hard/short yards between the 

tackles when they are there to take.  With Hyde and Duke already in place, we should be able to build an incredible running game 

around Barkley and not destroy him.  Luck will play a role, but players like this don’t come often and you must draft them and protect 

them and use them.  Don’t fuck him up Hue. 

 

After Barkley I want to use one of the high 2nds to take a WR.  Gallup is great, Dante Pettis could be in play here, maybe even Cedric 

Wilson.  One of the 1st round guys could drop into our laps too.  Doesn’t matter, take the one you want that fits your needs (outside, 

deep threat, guy that can take the top off a D, knows how to get open on the perimeter).  This gives us a guy to develop as insurance if 

Corey Coleman turns out to be a douche.  Now, in my mind, we are done with offense.  Let’s put all other assets into defense! 

 

I consider CB and FS to be our two most important defensive needs, but OLB/EDGE/ILB are close.  And now we also need some more 

DT depth on the interior.  In this version I like Isaiah Oliver who has great length and is a legit press corner.  He will give up the 

occasional TD, doesn’t have great coverage skills zone and doesn’t have make up speed depending on how he gets turned around.  But 

he tackles pretty well and his skills border on elite for the ones that matter most.  If you put him in the slot he’d be the best slot corner 

you have.  But he is truly a boundary press corner. Other options here would be Mike Hughes (UCF) but I think he goes in the first 

round.  Josh Jackson and Jaire Alexander are also good but likely to be gone by this point. 

 

My next three picks are all meant for skilled depth in the middle and edges.  I love Rasheem Green (USC) who played DL in college but 

will play 4-3 End on the left side for us.  At 6’4 and 275 he fits our EDGE prototype perfectly.  He is extremely athletic, has fast powerful 

hands that help him shed and reach for ball carriers.  He is not a complete package yet, as he needs more functional strength and 

technique work on his pass rush, but man can he crush some RBs!  He is more pass rush pressure/disruption than sack artist for now 

but has a really high ceiling to work with along with his run stopping skills.  I see him as a more talented version of Caleb Brantley with 

1 QB 8.2 Sam Darnold - USC

4 HOU Trade RB 8.6 Saquon Barkley - Penn State

2 33 WR 7.5 Michael Gallup - Colorado State

35 HOU Trade CB 7.3 Isaiah Oliver - Colorado

64 PHILA Trade EDGE 7.0 Rasheem Green - USC

4 114 GB Trade LB (Will) 7.0
Darius Leonard - South Carolina State

5 150 GB Trade LB (Mike) 7.2 Fred Warner - BYU

175 DT 6.6 BJ Hill -NC State

188 WASH Trade DT 5.9 Justin Jones - NC State

7.3

6

Draft 3 studs on OFF then all DEF

1
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more versatility and upside too.  Green can play inside and outside so with versatility like this he can definitely become a starter if we 

coach him properly. 

 

I think our LB depth is atrocious so I am proposing several picks to start stacking more speed and talent.  Both Leonard (SC St.) and 

Warner (BYU) are really athletic, lean guys that look and move like Safeties but have LB take-on skills.  Neither are thumpers, they are 

both guys that are fast-fill run and hit guys.  More the new hybrid LB that can be moved around from outside to middle, can cover well 

and play up on the line to blitz.  They are tools.  Leonard comes with a bit more thump to him when he arrives to make the hit, but 

both are more drag-tacklers.  They don’t miss many tackles but could also use some more violence and cleaner wrap-up when they 

arrive.  NFL lifting program is going to help them put on functional weight and strength but their speed is what makes them special.  

They need to be kept clean so they can work through space to the ball.  Love both of these guys! 

 

Using our last two picks in Rnd 6 I have us taking some DT depth.  Never can have enough big uglies.  Both Hill (NC St.) and Jones (NC 

St.) are borderline draftable.  They each have physical limitations either due to size or athleticism, along with technique deficiencies 

that keep them from getting off blocks and really doing anything effective.  They are the kind of camp-bodies that you draft in late 

rounds to keep another team from getting them as UDFAs.  Looking at the Sparq scores for these guys (both had pretty impressive 

scores) tells me they have some athleticism to work with and if we COACH THEM WELL it could just be technique deficiency.  Might not 

even make the team but you might just hit on one as a solid rotational guy!  https://3sigmaathlete.com/rankings 

 

 

 
 

In this scenario you could argue it is better than the first…  You see we have Darnold again at #1, as he should be.  But this time we 

take the best EDGE rusher in the draft, Bradley Chubb (NC St.).  He is regarded as the best and by most is considered elite, but quite 

honestly I don’t see it that way.  After a lot of reading and investigating I feel he’s just a notch below elite.  He certainly doesn’t have 

the physical gifts that Garrett has, he is a different kind of pass rusher (Justin Tuck is a popular NFL comp).  However, pairing him with 

Garrett would be very fun and give us a top 10 pass rush most likely.  Instead, you could also pick the best of any of the other Defensive 

positions.  Denzel Ward (OSU), Minkah Fitzpatrick (Alabama), Derwin James (FSU).  Probably not a DT worth taking at 4, but these other 

guys are truly elite players.  Playmakers, game changers.  Take your pick of any of them and your team will be better. 

 

But, the best part comes next when we take Ronald Jones (USC) who allows us to give Darnold his #1 RB and good friend.  A player that 

gives the Browns a 3-down Jamaal Charles clone.  He doesn’t have a prototypical RB build, he’s taller and leaner than most, but dude 

plays angry and has incredible gap speed to get through the line and into space.  Once he does, he generally outruns everyone in the 

secondary.  He will need to be protected from too many carries and he has to stop running so upright but boy can this kid ball out.  

Becomes a near-elite complementary back in our rotation that can also catch the ball out of the backfield or on checkdowns.   

 

1 QB 8.2 Sam Darnold - USC

4 HOU Trade DE 8.3 Bradley Chubb - NC State

2 33 RB 8.2 Ronald Jones III - USC

35 HOU Trade CB 7.7 Mike Hughes - UCF

64 PHILA Trade WR 7.5 Cedrick Wilson - Boise State

4 114 GB Trade LB (Mike) 7.2
Christian Sam - Arizona State

5 150 GB Trade CB 6.4 MJ Stewart - North Carolina

175 FS 6.0 Kameron Kelly - San Diego State

188 WASH Trade DT 5.9 Justin Jones - NC State

7.3

6

Get FQB & RB then Build Defense

1

https://3sigmaathlete.com/rankings/
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After this we get ourselves a beast of a CB in Mike Hughes (UCF), who might be gone already but he has mad press cover skills and 

plays way bigger than his 5’10 194 lb size.  If we chose Fitzpatrick instead of Chubb, this pick might not be necessary if we planned to 

play him at CB instead of safety.  But either way it’s another high value brick in our foundation.  

 

After CB I toss in a fine WR prospect in Cedric Wilson (Boise St.).  He’s a tall lean outside runner with NFL bloodlines.  Not a classic 

burner, but has enough speed.  Has great ball tracking skills on the deep ball and excellent 50/50 fighting attitude.  Smooth strider, 

vertical wheels, nice development guy for the WR room. 

 

From here on, it’s all D.  Christian Sam (AZ St.) is a bit of a mystery prospect, but one I am obsessed with.  He only shows up in one of 

my Draft magazines and has limited info online.  He missed most of 2017 due to injury but has a superior ILB skill set, just sometimes 

doesn’t trust his instincts and guesses where the ball is going.  Has some character issues that are related to love of the game, poor 

practice habits apparently.  For some reason, literally NOBODY is talking about him.  He would have been considered a 3rd round guy 

before injury, but now is 5th round most likely due to pedestrian Combine results.  I would take a flyer on him…   

 

MJ Stewart (NC) is a slightly undersized nickel CB who plays angry and aggressive.  Problem is he’s really grabby and needs to clean up 

his technique in order to not be a penalty machine.  He’s a fantastic developmental guy though with legit quickness and cover skills in 

the slot.  You could easily insert Rashaan Gaulden (Tenn) here instead, although he might go higher than this.  Gaulden is another 

talented slot/nickel guy but he’s got some sweet long speed too so he could be a versatile outside/inside player.  Dude is another high 

energy, fearless and angry player that needs to get his emotions channeled the right way but man does he have talent! 

 

Kameron Kelly (SD St.) is a FS that moved to CB in college and showed really well.  He will likely move back to FS in the pros, but can be 

a versatile chess piece.  He has really nice size at 6’1 and 195 so he fits kind of the new age prototype of the FS that Kam Chancellor 

made popular.  Good instincts, quick burst on this kid and lots of athleticism to work with. He’s a lump of clay for the secondary! 

 

Justin Jones (NC St.) is here again as a placeholder for a developmental late round DT.  

 

 

 

Just like last year, this mock has so many of my favorite players in it.  This one too, although different, makes me very happy.  Darnold 

and Barkley again.  But this time we toss in Justin Reid (Stanford), a high potential highly athletic FS who has NFL bloodlines.  He is the 

brother of Eric Reid.  Not quite the same level of athlete as his brother, but he can play.  Very versatile in that he’s played all over the 

field for Stanford, doing some nice work up on the line, but has a lot to clean up in coverage as he gets very grabby with receivers.  But, 

another chess piece on D for Williams to work with.  Reid is a real field general, getting the secondary set, making the calls.  He loves 

this aspect of the game. 

 

QB 8.2 Sam Darnold - USC

RB 8.6 Saquon Barkley - Penn State

FS 7.9 Justin Reid - Stanford

CB 7.3 Isaiah Oliver - Colorado

WR 7.1 Tre'Quan Smith - UCF

CB 6.9 Rashaan Gaulden - Tennessee

WR 6.6 Justin Watson - Penn

OT 5.8 KC McDermott - Miami

OT 6.0 Geron Christian - Louisville

7.2

Get FQB & RB then Focus Offense
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We also see Oliver (Colorado) again, one of my favorite CBs.  Can easily be swapped out for another CB or even LB.   

 

Tre’Quan Smith (UCF) is an interesting story.  He helped UCF over 3 seasons become the undefeated team they were in 2017.  A guy 

with great size at 6’2 210 lbs he has awesome ball skills, catch radius and route running awareness.  Doesn’t have elite speed but fast 

enough for down field work.  He will be a nice #3 with a shot at becoming a #2.   

 

Rashaan Gaulden (Tenn) has my full attention as a later round CB. He is rising up draft boards pretty fast as we get closer after most 

projecting he’d go in the 5-6th round.  I have us taking him in the 4th and he might be gone.  Gaulden has incredible athletic ability and 

energy to burn.  But he plays fast and aggressive and can move inside to outside as a #3 corner with starting potential.  He has to get 

his emotions under control to avoid penalties but dude can tackle well, blitzes effectively and with his speed makes plays from the 

other side of the field.  Great depth add! 

 

Justin Watson (Penn) is a small school WR stud with great size at 6’2 and 215 lbs who has NFL skill set and just needs to learn the route 

tree.  He can play inside or out and has enough speed to go deep.  Great hands, good blocker and knows how to sell his route.  He 

routinely got open at the Shrine Game and also in the Senior Bowl.  He would be a huge get in the 5th round. 

 

McDermott (Miami) and Christian (Louisville) are both place holders for OT development guys.  If we really feel the need, these are the 

slots to take a chance.  This year I would not mess with a pick higher than 6th round.  

2018 DRAFT  –  Final Thoughts on My Mocks 
 

So you can see that theme of “targeting” players carries through all of my mock drafts.  I just can’t see another way to navigate this 

year’s group because the talent is so weak.  I would be just as happy if Dorsey packaged up all of our late round picks and got us back 

into the high 3rd round and we get one more guy who might have a true shot at starting or be excellent depth. 

 

As much as I love Saquon Barkley, I am getting more and more unsure that drafting him instead of Chubb at 4 would be smart.  If the 

RB depth wasn’t so good, it would be an easy yes.  Since we can get a tier 2 yet near elite RB with our other picks, I am less enamored 

with Barkley.  Especially considering Chubb is an excellent player but maybe not elite (even though Von Miller thinks so…) this makes 

me ok with passing on Chubb for Barkley generally ok.  I think part of it is who is going to impact your Games Won column more?  Does 

it come down to # plays per game?  Is it # touches on the football?  Is it disruptive plays against the opposing offense?  How do we 

really measure potential impact? 

 

These questions have me up at night!! 

 

2018 DRAFT  –  AFC North Bold Predictions 
 

 

BOLD prediction #1 – Ravens will draft a QB before 4th round 

Considering how Flacco is continuing to slide, they are going to look ahead at next year’s potential QB group and not like what they see 

and be sucked into taking a guy a year earlier than maybe necessary.  My big prediction is a jump up to take Lamar Jackson, who they 

would love to have to inject an entirely new personality into their offense.  This would be Ozzie Newsome’s parting gift to them.  If they 

don’t hit on Lamar, they will take a guy like Mike White. 

 

BOLD prediction #2 - Pittsburgh will draft a QB before 4th round 

Last year I predicted they would take Deshone Kizer!  We know how that turned out.  I predict Pukesburgh will jump up and take Josh 

Allen if he slides far enough.  If not, it will be Luke Falk. 
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BOLD prediction #3 – Cinci will draft a QB before 4th round 

Cinci sucks and Dalton is their problem.  I see them starting to emotionally move on from Dalton and also wanting to take a flyer on a 

McCarron replacement.  Mason Rudolph is my guess, because he is actually closer to being able to play than the other tier 2 guys. 

 

 

   

 

SOMETHING NEW FOR 2019?  

I hope to come into the information age and create an online BLOG for my Draft content starting this summer.  My goal 

is to write all year a little each week.  Its been an honor to have so many of you read and enjoy my ramblings and I 

hope you will all check it out once I am up and running.  My long-term goal is to have a podcast and more than a few of 

you are going to get a guest invite when that happens! 

I will send an email when I am ready for primetime with the Blog, which I am calling “Never Played the Game” 

Thanks again for your friendship and support!  GO BROWNS!! 

E 


